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Conflicting quality signals

The holy grail for buy-and-hold investors is to find a business that is capable of generating a
high return on capital and sustaining it while reinvesting profits. This screen looks for shares
that display these quality characteristics and can potentially deliver significant compounded
returns over time. The Alpha screens now use the Numis index family for their starting
universe for UK large, mid and small-cap shares. We also now have a US screen of S&P 500
companies.

Comment by Alpha editor:

● Top of our UK large-cap screen is software and cybersecurity company Avast (AVST), which
saw its shares fall sharply in March on news the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA)
wanted to refer the agreed merger with NortonLifeLock to a Phase 2 investigation.  The
parties involved in the merger expect it to complete in the second half of 2022, noting that
other regulators in the USA, Germany and Spain have reviewed and cleared the merger.

● Other high ranking UK large-cap shares include miner BHP Group (BHP) and, representing
another controversial sector, British American Tobacco (BATS). In the case of BHP, the
concern would be the cyclical nature of the industry and it fails our next year earnings per
share growth test. Really, mining stocks wouldn’t fit a textbook definition of ‘quality’ thanks
to these cyclical risks. However, given the potential for stagflation (recession accompanied
by inflation), miners that are exposed to rising commodity prices and have a track record of
returning cash to shareholders via dividends and buybacks are a useful holding. In rare times
of stagflation, tobacco stocks like BATS are also good for investors who don’t have a moral
issue with them.  Low growth in much of the economy means dividends are a really
important part of total returns, so the inelastic demand for tobacco products and the
subsequent payouts from the manufacturers to shareholders are tempting.

● One company that made it into the list but must be disregarded for obvious reasons is
Russian-linked steel manufacturer Evraz (EVR). Although it passes seven out of nine tests,
the reality of the international situation isn’t shown by the numbers.

● Many very profitable quality companies are still expensive, both those listed on the UK and
the US  stock markets.  Still, it is notable that the negative three-month share price
momentum for names like Diageo (DGE) in the UK and Apple (US:AAPL) and Microsoft
(US:MSFT) from our S&P 500 screen is in the single digits, despite the hawkish signals from
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central banks (higher interest rates make profits made by these big earners not worth
paying so much for).  As aggressive rate hikes are better priced in, it will be worth looking to
identify where the support level prices are for these businesses that have enduring quality
characteristics.

● Looking at our small-cap screen, which covers smaller Aim and main market UK shares, the
outputs are better interpreted with a cyclical mindset rather than looking at stocks that can
be bought and forgotten about. Mining companies are prominent, which underlines this
point.  It’s also interesting to see companies that have experienced relatively heavy sell-offs
in their shares scoring highly on quality metrics. The many small-cap screen results here
definitely fall into the “investigate further” bucket, rather than being screaming “buys”.

Screen results on pages 7, 8 and 9, at the end of this report

The dream company

The holy grail for buy-and-hold investors is to find a business that is capable of

generating high returns on its capital and is able to reinvest all its profits for

decades to come, while maintaining those returns. The compounding effect of

such an investment is what every long-term investor’s dreams should be made

of. A company making a consistent 15 per cent post-tax return on its equity and

reinvesting all its profits would experience a near-30-fold (28.6 to be precise)

growth in its equity base over 25 years, and after 50 years it would be a

mind-boggling 1,084 times bigger than when it started. For a patient investor

convinced that they have found such a situation, valuation should not act as a

major impediment to a purchase.
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Source: Refinitiv, Investors’ Chronicle

Unfortunately, this kind of dream company is extremely rare and stock screens

are too crude to provide the depth of analysis needed to provide confidence

that a business may be the real deal. In particular, it is inevitable that some of

the shares highlighted by our Alpha Quality screen will be cyclical companies

that are enjoying a good run rather than companies that are well placed to

sustain high returns through many business cycles to come. What our screen

does do, however, is attempt to find pointers for companies that may have the

potential to go some way to filling the dream brief. What’s more, buying shares

in companies that look attractive based on quality metrics can often prove a

profitable strategy, even if many of the shares picked fall short of the

buy-and-hold ideal.
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Source: Refinitiv, Investors’ Chronicle

Alpha Quality screening criteria
Our Alpha Quality  screen uses two key measures of quality, which are operating margins
and return on equity (RoE). The advantage of using RoE to measure the quality of a
company is that it focuses on the returns that are ultimately of most significance to
shareholders: after-tax earnings. However, RoE can be boosted by a company if it
increases the amount of debt it carries. That means a high and rising RoE can sometimes
simply reflect a reduction in the quality of the company’s balance sheet and little
improvement, or even a deterioration, in the quality of its operations. The screen
attempts to counter this with its interest cover test, which should help it avoid companies
with very aggressively ‘geared’ balance sheets. Focusing on operating margins also
provides an assessment of quality at the operating level – i.e. before the impact of debt.

● An operating margin higher than the median average (mid-ranking) stock

in each of the past three years (i.e. quality that shows some signs of

persistence).

● A return on equity (RoE) higher than the median average (mid-ranking)

stock in each of the past three years (i.e. again, quality that shows some

signs of persistence).
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● RoE higher than it was two years ago (i.e. quality is improving as well as

persistent).

● Operating margin higher than it was two years ago (i.e. quality is

improving as well as persistent).

● A dividend-and-debt adjusted price/earnings growth (PEG) ratio below

the top fifth of stocks screened (ie stocks must not be too egregiously

expensive for the growth on offer).

● A price/earnings (PE) ratio above the bottom 10 per cent of stocks

screened and below the top 10 per cent (i.e. not a suspiciously cheap or

dangerously expensive valuation).

● Interest cover of more than five (i.e. high RoE is not overly dependent on

the use of debt).

● Forecast earnings growth for each of the next two financial years.

● Positive free cash flow.

Not many stocks pass such a stringent list of criteria. The ones that pass all the

tests are listed at the top of the table, followed by those failing one test, then

those failing two tests as detailed in the ‘Tests passed’ column.  Ordinarily, all

stocks must pass the test for three-year, higher-than-average RoE and margin

to feature in the table, but these requirements have been relaxed due to the

pandemic.  While the primary ranking of the stocks is based on the number of

tests they pass, inside each of these groupings stocks are ordered according to

their attractiveness based on operating margin and three-month share price

momentum.

New indices, a tighter set of ideas
Going forward, we’re switching to screening in an equities universe inspired by

the Numis family of UK indices. The aim is to give investors a true overview of

genuine large-cap, mid-cap and small-cap quality shares.

We will also be excluding investment trusts from results. The purpose of these

screens is to highlight individual companies that are worth investigating further.

Including closed-end funds in the universe skews the results and distracts from

that objective. Investment trusts are given their own, far more detailed, analysis

in the regular Alpha Investment Trust report.
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Breakdown of the Numis indices we have been inspired by:

Numis Large-Cap index (excluding investment companies/trusts): This includes

the top 80 per cent of companies by market capitalisation that are listed on the

UK main market. The lower size cut-off for 2022 is £4.12bn market cap.

Numis Mid-Cap index (excluding investment companies/trusts): This includes

the 15 per cent of UK main market listed companies below the top 80 per cent

but above the bottom five per cent by market capitalisation. The upper size

cut-off is £4.12bn and the lower cut-off is £880mn market cap.

NSCI (Numis Small Companies Index), version excluding investment trusts: This

includes the bottom 10 per cent of the UK main market by market capitalisation

(so there is overlap with the Numis Mid Cap index). The upper size cut-off is

£1.64bn market cap.

NSCI plus Aim, version excluding investment trusts: This adds all Aim

companies below the £1.64bn market cap cut-off to the NSCI.

Performance tracking

Clearly, we won’t be able to claim the back-tested performance of the Investors’

Chronicle Quality screens, which are based on all the companies in the FTSE

All-Share. The deconstructed performance of shares selected from that

universe will be attributable to a different set of size and beta factors to  the

ones we will be exposed to.

Back-testing in general is a very dangerous tool. One needs to guard against

survivorship bias in an index and look-ahead bias (factoring in data that

although it relates to a period, wouldn’t have been known at the time).

Therefore, this is year zero for the performance tracking of the screens. Finally,

it is worth reiterating the purpose is to flag ideas. What the screens do not do is

generate off-the-shelf portfolios.

American adventure

One no-brainer addition to the Alpha screens is to add American companies to

the mix. We’ve run our methodology against the S&P 500 and there are so many

companies ranking well on the criteria we are only showing those that get full

marks.
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Continued below
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Continued below
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